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Job Title: Coordinator of Advanced, International, and  Status: Exempt 

    Innovative Programs  

  

Reports to: Director of Advanced Academics   Terms: 215 days/Non-contract 

 

Department: Advanced Academics    Pay Grade: AE 106 

     

Primary Purpose: 

Coordinate/Supervise the implementation of the district K-12 Robotics and other innovative programs.  

 

Qualifications: 

 Education: 

Master’s Degree, preferred 

Texas Teaching Certificate in Math, Science, Technology Education or Technology Applications, preferred 

  

Special Knowledge/Skills: 

 Effective organizational, communication and interpersonal skills 

 Experience in Robotics, technology and innovative and pilot program development 

 Demonstrated leadership abilities in working with peers and administrators 

 

 Experience: 

Three years teaching experience  

Three years in an administrative capacity in an IB setting   

Such alternatives to the above qualifications as the Board may find appropriate 

 

Major Responsibilities and Duties 

 

1. Collaborate with International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme Head of Schools for re-

authorization, IB Exhibition, curriculum and Massey Ranch professional development. 

 

2. Coordinate district responsibilities for IB PYP support for Massey Ranch Elementary such as: common 

planning time, and procurement and allocation of resources. 

 

3. Research, coordinate, and assist GT Identification systems that support the district’s vision of equity of 

opportunity and economy of resources. 

 

4. Assist with department programs such as: IB PYP, Quiz Bowl, Advanced Placement, SAT, PSAT, etc. 

 

5. Work with teachers to integrate innovative teaching strategies and practices into instructional delivery. 

 

6. Provide professional development for teachers of Robotics and Innovative programs. 

 

7. Monitor and provide direction for out of school district programs of innovation: PEAR Camp, Robotics 

World Competition, etc. 

 

8. Research, develop, and implement innovative district programs and practices for Robotics and PEAR 

Camp. 

 

9. Coordinate efforts to implement curriculum and to develop interest for Robotics. 

 

10. Establish criteria for program evaluation: Robotics, SAT Ambassadors, ALEKS at elementary schools 

 
11. Provide direction to campus Robotics coaches for grant writing in order to support campus programs. 
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12. Determine, plan, and secure the necessary resources of time, funds, and materials needed to support the 

accomplishment of Robotics and Innovative program goals within budgeted allotments.  

 

13. Develop community and business partnerships and mentor resources for Robotics and Innovative programs. 

 

14. Monitor and coordinate support of innovative programs such as: Robotics, SAT Ambassadors, SAT School 

Day, SAT Prep class, Integration of ALEKS or other adaptive integrative individualized software, Robotics 

Programming & Design, Integrated Physics and Chemistry (JH), and technology pilot programs. 

 

15. Collaborate with Communications to promote innovative programs and their successes. 

 

16. Perform other duties as assigned. 

 

MENTAL DEMANDS/PHYSICAL DEMANDS/ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS: 

Tools/Equipment Used: Standard office equipment including personal computer and peripherals 

Posture: Prolonged sitting; occasional bending/stooping, pushing/pulling, and twisting 

Motion: Repetitive hand motions, frequent keyboarding and use of mouse; occasional reaching 

Lifting: Occasional light lifting and carrying (less than 15 pounds) 

Environment: Frequent districtwide travel; occasional statewide travel 

Mental Demands: Work with frequent interruptions; maintain emotional control under stress 

 

 

The foregoing statements describe the general purpose and responsibilities assigned to this job and are not an 

exhaustive list of all responsibilities, duties, and skills that may be required. 

 

I have read and understand the responsibilities and duties required for this position as outlined above. 

 

 

 

_______________________________________________ 

Printed Name 

 

________________________________________________ 

Signature 

 

________________________________________________ 

Date 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


